Air

ENVIROTIZER
WANT TO KEEP
A GOOD
THING GOING?

You know that it all started with AIR ENVIROTIZETM
Quick Release Odor Elimination Systems
for Vehicles and Spaces. Now, let us introduce
the products that keep the odors away... perpetually.

Deodorizing Gel

Deodorizing Granules

AIR ENVIROTIZER SLOW RELEASE ClO2

AIR ENVIROTIZERTM EXTENDED RELEASE ClO2

TM

The AIR ENVIROTIZERTM Slow Release ClO2 Deodorizing Gel is a chlorine
dioxide-based deodorizer that comes as a powder in a carefully packaged, four
barrier foil pouch that is poured into water to form a gel. This gel then gradually
starts releasing very small, safe amounts of chlorine dioxide gas into the air
through the adjustable bottle vents. The very tiny gas molecules cover all of the
surfaces and invade the sub-surfaces to neutralize odorous volatile organic
compounds which freshen up the air.
GEL APPLICATIONS
The Slow Release ClO2 Deodorizing Gel is one of the most powerful
deodorizers, capable of improving the indoor air quality in spaces such as the
cabin of a car, any residential property (house/apartment), an enclosed business
or veterinary office, a library, a bathroom, a storage room and any other
odor-ridden space imaginable.
GEL SPECIFICATIONS
The gel obtained by mixing the powder with water is meant to be used as a
gradual liberation vehicle of ClO2 to clean the air for up to 30 days and shouldn’t
be used for any other purposes like hand sanitation or cleaning of surfaces. Keep
the dispensing bottle with the cap on and in a secure place to prevent accidental
release of the gel that might allow for user manipulation. This gel should not be
ingested by humans or animals.

Getting to that shape meant a lot of sweating, with smelly gym clothes and bags.
AIR ENVIROTIZERTM freshens everything up. You just worry about looking good.

The AIR ENVIROTIZERTM Extended Release Deodorization Granules is a
chlorine dioxide-based deodorizer that comes in a carefully packaged, four barrier
foil pouch that contains a sachet with special granules inside. Always place the
sachet inside the plastic vented dispenser. When these pellets come in contact
with the relative humidity of the air they start releasing very small, safe amounts
of chlorine dioxide gas into the air through the permeable fabric of the sachet. The
very tiny gas molecules cover all of the surfaces and invade the sub-surfaces to
neutralize odorous volatile organic compounds which freshen up the air.
GRANULES APPLICATIONS
The Extended Release Deodorization Granules sachet is one of the most
powerful deodorizers, capable of improving the indoor air quality. Place the
dispenser in spaces where an odor needs to be remedied or controlled such as
the cabin of a car, refrigerators or freezers, residential/commercial spaces (rooms,
kitchens, basements, closets, cabinets, drawers, hotel rooms, health care
facilities), enclosed business or veterinary offices, libraries, restrooms, storage
rooms, shoe and handbag cases, laundry hampers, trashcans, and any other
odor-ridden space imaginable.
GRANULES SPECIFICATIONS
The granules contained in the sachet are meant to be used as an extended
liberation vehicle of ClO2 to clean the air for up to 90 days and shouldn’t be used
for any other purposes. The permeable fabric sachet should never be opened and
users should not manipulate granules. Should the fabric accidentally rip open, use
protecting gloves or tools to pick up every single granule. Keep sachets out of the
reach of children. These granules should not be ingested by humans or animals.
Do not place or store sachet, or dispenser with sachet, directly over or close to
clothing as bleaching could occur. Store in a cool, dry area to avoid excessive gas
release.

Sure: spices smell delicious
in that dish, but do you want the
kitchen smelling like that for ever?
Slow release deodorizers
control that smell for you.

DON’T LIVE
WITH ODORS,
ENVIROTIZE
THEM!
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